Over the past 20 years, there has been much research on how people learn from case comparisons. This work has implemented comparison activities in a variety of different ways across a wide range of laboratory and classroom contexts. In an effort to assess the overall effectiveness of case comparisons across this diversity of implementation and contexts and to explore what variables might moderate learning outcomes, we conducted a meta-analysis of 57 experiments with 336 tests. Random effects analyses of the 336 tests revealed that case comparison activities commonly led to greater learning outcomes than other forms of case study including sequential, single case, and nonanalogous, as well as traditional instruction and control (d = .50), 95% CI [.44, .56] . Of 15 potential moderators, four variables were found to reliably moderate the effectiveness of case comparisons: the objective of the comparison, the presentation of a principle, the content, and the lag between the comparison and testing. Asking learners to find similarities between cases, providing principles after the comparisons, using perceptual content, and testing learners immediately are all associated with greater learning. We conclude with a discussion of the theoretical and practical implications of these results for cognitive theory and classroom practice.
Analogies have long been recommended as an effective instructional strategy to be incorporated into classroom pedagogy to improve student learning (Gee, 1978; Lewis, 1933; Schustack & Anderson, 1979; Webb, 1985; Weller, 1970) . They continue to be recommended as pedagogical tools that can help teachers convey new, complex information by drawing parallels to more familiar concrete examples and cases (Buehl, 2008; Druit, 1991; Iding, 1997; Richland, Zur, & Holyoak, 2007; Siegler et al., 2010; Treagust, Druit, Joslin, & Lindauer, 1992) . These recommendations are typically based on the large research literature that has shown that analogies can support problem solving, learning, creativity, and explanation, among other educationally relevant practices and outcomes (National Research Council, 2000) . For example, prior work has shown that analogies can help students focus on the key features of new information (e.g., Christie & Gentner, 2010; Cummins, 1992; Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Mason, 2004; Mundy, Honey, & Dwyer, 2009 ) and generate appropriate inferences for that content Correspondence should be addressed to Louis Alfieri, Learning Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh, 3939 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. E-mail: alfieri@pitt.edu (e.g., Clement & Gentner, 1991; Kurtz, 2005; Kurtz, Miao, & Gentner, 2001) . Analogies can also help students acquire a more abstract understanding of the to-be-learned content. Through analogical comparison, students can extract the features that are in common, and the resulting representation can then facilitate transfer to new examples and situations that share the same underlying structure but differ in the specific features (Chen & Daehler, 1989; Gentner et al., 2003; Gerjets, Scheiter, & Schuh, 2008; Gick & Holyoak, 1980 , 1983 Richland & McDonough, 2010; Schuh, Gerjets, & Scheiter, 2005) .
The two ways in which analogies are typically incorporated into instruction are through direct instruction and students' activities such as problem solving and case comparison. However, as many instructors know, analogies used in instruction are not always effective in promoting the learning of the target content. For example, Richland and colleagues (2007) illustrated through cross-cultural comparisons that analogies used in direct instruction need to be accompanied by appropriate supportive cues in order for them to be effective. Specifically, they emphasized that if an instructor intends to use an analogous comparison (e.g., of equations to balance scales), it is important for the instructor to help students see the corresponding features that make them Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 analogous (the equal symbol like a fulcrum, numerical expressions like weights, etc.). Cueing students to why and how the two are analogous by highlighting those corresponding features, instead of assuming students will fully recognize the analogy independently, makes the analogy more likely to be effective. If such cues are not presented, analogical reasoning might result in not only less learning but also learning something other than what was intended. It follows that instructional support and scaffolding is also likely to be helpful during students' case comparison activities. Although research on case comparisons has explored specific ways in which case comparisons can facilitate learning, no prior work has broadly examined the diversity of ways that case comparisons have been implemented and tested in different contexts. What do supportive cues look like when students are making sense of analogous comparisons in classroom activities? More importantly, which of these factors are critical for students' success in using such analogies? The current meta-analysis examines whether case comparison tasks consistently lead to learning and which factors facilitate or impede learning from such exercises.
ANALOGY AND THE COMPARISON OF CASES
Analogical thinking is the ability to identify similar features and relationships between those features across cases or examples (Gentner, 2003 (Gentner, , 2010 . We define cases as situations, events, or things (concepts, procedures, etc.), which have been experienced by, depicted for, or described to the person who is drawing the analogy (or comparing the cases). This ability is hypothesized to be a defining and distinguishing characteristic of human cognition (e.g., Gentner, 2010; Goldstone, Day, & Son, 2010; Hofstadter, 2001; Holyoak, 2012; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2011) . Indeed, analogical processes occur in a variety of cognitive activities including perception, categorization, explanation, and problem solving (Goldstone & Barsalou, 1998; Hofstadter, 2001; James, 1890) . For example, when human information processing is said to be similar to the processing of a personal computer, or atomic structure is said to be similar to that of the solar system, we are utilizing our ability to recognize the similarities in the relationships between the features (e.g., objects, events, agents, and consequences) of these phenomena.
An example of such comparisons can be found in the categorization of objects during word learning (Namy, Gentner, & Clepper, 2007) . Namy and colleagues found that 4-year-olds show better learning when provided with two exemplars (two hats) for a given label (blicket) than with one. Through comparison of the cases, the learner can determine how the cases might be related and the features that they share (Boroditsky, 2007; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2011) . After the cases are aligned, the learner has the opportunity to construct a more abstract understanding by focusing on the underlying relations across the cases (Gentner, 2010; Holyoak, 2012) .
In the situation designed by Namy and colleagues, two exemplars of a blicket (baseball cap and fedora) allowed those children to compare items and to notice the features that they share (oval in shape, similar in color, the fronts of the blickets protrude downward, both are worn on the head). Through aligning these common features, children were afforded the opportunity to recognize the interrelations of a blicket's features and to infer/build category abstractions (Gentner & Namy, 1999; Namy et al., 2007) . These category abstractions are schemas. Schemas are cognitive representations of the structures or relational systems shared by cases/exemplars as have been highlighted through structural alignments (Gentner, 1983 (Gentner, , 2010 Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Markman & Gentner, 1993; Namy & Gentner, 2002) . After the schema (abstract representation) has been acquired, learners can then use this knowledge to infer missing information in a new situation or for a new case (Gentner, 2010) . During the subsequent posttest, the children in the two-exemplar condition more readily extended the label of blicket to a sombrero (a type of hat) than to an igloo (similar in shape and color but not function), whereas children in the one-exemplar condition still demonstrated uncertainty as to the meaning of blicket. Thus, the knowledge acquired from the comparison went beyond a surface (perceptual/object) representation and led to a deeper relational understanding of the category (conceptual), which in turn afforded inferences to new members of the category that had different surface features but similar relations.
IMPLEMENTATIONS WITHIN CLASSROOMS
Many researchers have begun to examine the potential benefits of explicit case comparisons for academic learning across a variety of contexts (e.g., Gadgil & Nokes, 2009; Gentner, Loewenstein, Thompson, & Forbus, 2009; Mason, 2004; Michael, Klee, Bransford, & Warren, 1993; Nagarajan & Hmelo-Silver, 2006; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2011; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) . The following two examples, presented in Figure 1 , were selected to illustrate the range of implementations of comparison activities used in the literature. Rittle- Johnson and Star (2007) asked seventh-grade students to either compare or study sequentially two different solution procedures to the same equation/problem. The target principle of the content (i.e., the method of using composite variables to solve the problems) was not provided to students. However, students were familiarized with the conventional method, which the teacher presented before and during study. Students in the comparison condition compared the two solution procedures and then explained why both approaches obtained the same answer and why one approach was preferable. Not only were the important procedural steps (features) of each example labeled, but supporting questions also directed the learner's attention to how the solutions Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 differed. These comparisons facilitated learning both how to consider/reason about equations containing composite variables (conceptual) and methods for solving such multistep problems (procedural).
Nagarajan and Hmelo-Silver (2006) asked undergraduates enrolled in an introductory educational psychology course to compare two videos of teachers administering formative assessments to their classes and then to explain the similarities and differences in how the two teachers assessed student learning. Students in the other conditions were asked to watch the videos and then answer either neutral questions or those probing their affective or metacognitive states. In this situation, learners were not provided with a general principle as to how formative assessments should be administered, nor were they provided with the key features explicitly labeled within the cases.
As shown in Figure 1 , both of these studies intended to convey both conceptual and procedural content and both studies asked learners to consider both similarities and differences between the cases. Overall however, Rittle-Johnson and Star's design provided learners with a more guided case comparison by having outlined the key features within the cases and used directive questions to guide learners' attention to the differences between solutions. In comparison, Nagarajan and Hmelo-Silver required learners to recognize best practices for formative assessments without providing a principle before the case comparison or explicitly labeling key features for learners to look for while watching the videos. These two studies illustrate some of the ways that classroom-based research has varied in the implementation of case comparison. We consider these implementation features as "process" variables because we hypothesize their manipulation influences the cognitive processes involved in comparing the cases.
Other process variables include the types of cases (e.g., the minimal worked examples of the first study vs. the richly detailed video recordings of the second), the types of instructions that introduce learners to the task, and the scaffolds in place to assist learners (e.g., the guided questions for students to answer in the first vs. the general question posed in the second). Other variables can be considered context variables: the domain of the subject matter (math vs. science), the age of participants (seventh graders vs. undergraduates), and the setting (both examples are from classroombased investigations as opposed to laboratory-based studies).
Finally, some variables can be considered measurement variables: the lag between study and test phases (testing conducted on a subsequent day vs. testing on the same day and then again on a subsequent day), the type of dependent measure of learning (i.e., near vs. far transfer), and the type of learning condition to which case comparisons are being Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 compared (sequentially studying worked examples or cases vs. more traditional reading with questions that do not prompt comparisons).
A meta-analysis is particularly useful to determine how robust effects are for case comparisons across process, context, and measurement variations. In addition, a meta-analysis would enable an exploration of which variables moderate learning outcomes and which types of learning scenarios are associated with the largest effects. That is, what differentiates the better case comparisons from the rest?
A MODEL OF THE LEARNING PROCESS
To conceptualize more formally the examined case comparison variables, we describe a process model of case comparisons. This model outlines a general set of cognitive and behavioral processes hypothesized to occur as learners engage in case comparison. The model is informed by prior theory and research on analogy making and case comparison and was used as a top-down theoretical tool to focus our selection of the most promising features of case comparison activities that are likely to affect learning outcomes. Such a model informs both the selection of relevant potential moderators and the interpretation of those variables should they in fact be found to moderate learning outcomes.
Our process model, shown in the center of Figure 2 , assumes that the presentation of cases is simultaneous. The model proposes only five steps of the process, but each contains several variables that could lead to different learning outcomes. Although many potentially important details of the task stand out, we limited which variables we coded for by considering the steps within the process-the initiation of the comparison, the effortful search for commonalities, the alignment of the target features, and the retrieval of the analogical case for alignment with a new case for poststudy measure. We chose those variables that seemed most likely to affect if/how learners would reach these steps and their learning outcomes. Most of these variables are outlined for the examples within Figure 2 .
On each side of our model in Figure 2 , we have outlined a case comparison task (Gentner & Namy, 1999, Experiment 2; ) to draw attention to the different implementation variables that could be influential in successful completion of the task. On the left side of the figure is a word/category learning case comparison (Gentner & Namy, 1999, Experiment 2) .
1 The intention was for these children to recognize both cases as means of transportation and therefore facilitate the selection of the skateboard as a 1 Notably, only the comparison condition under which children were not provided with a word/label for the category was included, because it included an explicit prompt for children to compare (i.e., See how these are the same kind of thing?). Thus, this condition involves category learning and not word learning.
member of the same category. It stands in contrast to the task of Star and Rittle-Johnson in which they asked fifthand sixth-grade students to learn about approximation strategies by comparing different methods of approximating in the form of worked examples.
As a formal learning task, case comparisons typically begin with a prompt to compare (Step 1). After initial instructions, the learner's task of comparing begins with the focused, effortful search for commonalities (Step 2; Seifert, McKoon, Abelson, & Ratcliff, 1986) . When beginning such a search, the type of instructions, the objective, the type of cases, and the learners' prior experience could influence how successful they are in finding common features and relations across the cases. Allie's way?) . Notice how the latter example draws the learners' attention to the important features of the cases (i.e., how both accomplish approximation and the relationship between the procedure and the outcome). Also, notice that the objective of the comparison in this example is to identify both the similarities and the differences. In contrast, the objective in the category learning example was to find only similarities. These two variables are hypothesized to affect both which and how many features are identified across the cases.
The type of cases and the experience level of learners can influence the amount of information to be considered. Cases that consist of many details may include spurious commonalities that may interfere with finding the target features and relations (structural or relational similarities; Gentner, 2010) or lead to learning irrelevant information (e.g., superficial matching of similar objects; Markman & Gentner, 1993) . This rich type of case is hypothesized to entail a different search process than would be expected when cases only present the target details. For example, in the category learning task, rich cases could have led learners to focus on aligning surface, perceptual similarities (e.g., circles and metal frames; leading them to eyeglasses as a categorical match) instead of functional/conceptual similarities (e.g., modes of transport; leading them to the skateboard as a categorical match). In such a scenario, the learner would have missed the deeper, conceptual connection between the cases (that bicycles and tricycles are both vehicles) because the richness of the cases introduced ambiguity as to which were important similarities (perceptual or conceptual).
2 In contrast, the cases in the approximation comparison were minimal because the learners needed to consider only the solution methods' steps and their effects/products, both of which were explicitly provided. A second factor that could affect how much and which information in the cases is considered is the learner's prior experience with the to-be-learned content. The learners in the category learning study were generally familiar with the items (tested after participation to ensure they could identify items by name or function), and this familiarity could have affected which features participants noticed and attended to. Similarly, learners comparing approximation methods, although not familiar with all approximation methods studied, were able to do some basic rounding. That small base of familiarity could have helped learners recognize the newer methods and answer questions comparing them. Thus, more experience may help to focus a search for those features that have been previously represented in the task or domain as relevant (e.g., Rittle-Johnson, Star, & Durkin, 2009) .
Toward the end of the effortful search for commonalities, the next pivotal step in the process is the alignment of the target features (Step 3)-the relevant alignable details of the cases. Whether target features have been explicitly provided or principles have been presented both could affect this step. When features of at least one case are labeled explicitly, the learner can use that list to identify the corresponding features in the other case and align the two cases in that way. When features are not provided, other components of the learning task (more directive instructions, only asking learners to find similarities, providing minimal cases) might replace or supplement that support.
The examples within Figure 2 illustrate the differences between whether or not features are provided. The features within the approximation example (multiplying only the tens digit, rounding, each strategy's effects, its product) were both displayed numerically and explained at each step. This explicit provision of features could have influenced both learners' search for commonalities and their success in aligning the target features. In contrast, the features within the categorization example (wheels, self-propelled, etc.) were not provided, which had the potential of making the search for commonalities difficult and consequently required the alignment of target features to be all the more selective.
If feature alignment is an important intermediary step for successful learning from comparisons, then providing features to at least one case should help to facilitate the Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 identification and alignment of those features in the second case. However, if the constructive aspect of having to identify and infer which features of the cases should be aligned is a useful learning activity, then providing such features might oversimplify the learning task. It is important to note that it might depend on whether learners construct explanations for why those features align (Chi, 2009 ). Again, the experience level of the learner might also factor into whether it is better to present at least some of the features. Familiarity might reduce the need for features to be highlighted for learners because their experience has prepared them to attend to the relevant features.
Being presented with a principle that connects the two cases can affect both search and alignment processes and the resulting representations depending on if and when it was presented. A principle gives learners a verbal description that connects cases to some larger concept or procedure. In the approximation example, a principle was provided before the task during a 10-min introduction to approximation during which learners were introduced to the idea of estimation and the strategy/procedure of trunc (truncation of multiplicands). Knowing that estimation is the process of getting an approximate answer (possible through a number of methods) could help students identify the commonalities between the cases (both are strategies/methods of approximating). In contrast, the categorization example did not provide learners with a principle-perhaps because none seemed appropriate without providing the explanation of the category, thereby making the task too easy. However, providing a principle before could also potentially increase the learner's cognitive load (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2010) because they would need to maintain it within working memory while interpreting and comparing the cases. It is also possible that presentation before could change what is being compared if doing so leads learners to compare each case sequentially to the principle instead of the cases to one another.
Alternatively, the principle could be presented after the case comparison task. This order of activities could affect how students process the principle in relation to the case features. By comparing cases before reading the principles, students could learn about the key features of the target principle, which might better prepare them to understand more deeply the principle when they are presented with it. Holyoak (2012) suggested that learners' schemas following comparisons might only be tentatively considered. Under this theory, providing a principle after the task could modify and/or reinforce more appropriate schematic representations. In such instances, the comparison could be considered a preparation for future learning (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999) . Again as exemplified by the categorization example (Gentner & Namy, 1999 , Experiment 2), a principle might not have been provided because learners were to construct that principle for themselves through comparison. In such cases, the principle could not easily be incorporated into instruction (e.g., Cummins, 1992; Gick & Holyoak, 1983 , Experiment 4; Graham, Namy, Gentner, & Meagher, 2010, Experiment 1a). However, there might be other cases for which there are no high-level principles (e.g., Kurtz, 2005, Experiments 1 & 2; Markman & Gentner, 1993, Experiments 1a, 1b, 2, & 3; Mundy et al., 2009, Experiments 1 & 2) .
Following the alignment of target features, we propose that there is a reduction in the representation of cases (Step 4). Prior work has shown that analogy making across multiple cases affords the opportunity of acquiring a schematic representation that includes the common features of the cases but does not include features unique to each given case (Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Hummel & Holyoak, 1997 . The result is a representation that is more easily transferable to future cases because the unimportant, case-specific details can be removed. An alternative hypothesis is that comparisons lead learners to develop deeper, concrete understandings of the individual cases. Comparing cases could highlight the underlying relations that could help the learner make sense of the purpose of the specific features in the cases and result in an improvement in the comprehension and understanding of those individual cases (especially for initially unfamiliar cases; e.g., the cases of convergence analogous to the radiation problem; Gick & Holyoak, 1983) . Analysis of effect sizes for near and far transfer might help to begin sorting out these two alternatives. If comparisons lead to abstracted schemas, then we should see larger effects for far transfer than near transfer (when such tasks are compared to other learning conditions) because more abstract representations of problems should make them more readily transferable (National Research Council, 2000) . If, however, comparisons lead to deeper concrete understandings of cases, we should see benefits only for near transfer to similar cases. Thus, whether the dependent measure is of near or far transfer is a concern connected both to the step of retaining a reduced representation of cases and to the step of retrieving analogs when confronted with future cases (Step 5).
CATEGORIES OF VARIABLES THAT COULD MODERATE LEARNING OUTCOMES
Our general model illustrates many important variables that may influence processes within case comparisons. Many of these variables can be considered manipulations of the amount of instructional support provided to learners: the instructions (i.e., the type of instructions, the objective of the task) and the information provided to learners (the alignable target features of cases, the unifying principle). We consider these to be process variables. Others are contextual variables: the setting (class or laboratory), the content of the to-be-learned material (conceptual, procedural, or perceptual) , the age of participants (children, adolescents, or adults), and the domain of the subject matter (science, math, or other). The contextual variables of setting and content deserve further explanation for how they could moderate learning outcomes. Whether a study is conducted in the classroom Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 or laboratory may affect the success of the manipulation or intervention. Laboratory studies may reveal larger effects because there may be more control over the critical manipulation and less variation in how the comparison task is implemented compared to classroom settings in naturalistic contexts. Laboratory studies may also use more precise measurement instruments (i.e., artificial tasks that focus on testing specific features) and control for other variables such as prior knowledge. Setting may also impact learning outcomes by capturing student motivation to engage in the comparison. For example, the learning outcomes from comparing cases in a classroom-based study might affect the students' grade for the course (or at least is information required for the course), whereas task performance in a laboratory setting typically does not have consequences for students' grades. Instead, students' participation in the lab usually results in participation credit or payment. These different reward structures may affect students' intrinsic or extrinsic motivation for completing the case comparisons. Furthermore, these different settings may trigger different motivational goals. For example, classrooms may be more likely to involve mastery goals (learning the content) rather than performance goals (get the credit/money), which may influence the effectiveness of learning-oriented tasks (Belenky & Nokes-Malach, 2012) .
In regard to content, case comparisons have been used as learning tasks for perceptual, conceptual, and procedural subject matter. Although some details within the process are likely to differ across these different types of comparison, our model attempts to capture the similarities in process across content type. However, because comparisons highlight features (Gentner, 2010) , case comparisons with perceptual content might yield the greatest effects on learning. Our last two context variables (domain and age) not only address issues of generalizability but also are associated with the process. Domain might moderate findings because of the complex interrelationships between the subject matter and other variables (content, dependent measures, etc.). For example, it seems likely that studies within math will intend to convey formal procedures more than science, which will more often focus on conceptual knowledge. Age could be related to the amount of support required to make comparisons effective, with younger learners requiring more support than older learners.
It may also be important to consider measurement variables: the lag between study and test phases, the dependent measure used, and the learning conditions to which case comparisons were compared. These variables do not influence learning per se but may affect the sizes of the case comparison effects found because they often influence the magnitude of learning effects. For example, one might expect larger effect sizes for studies comparing case comparisons to control situations (learners were not provided with any study phase) than comparing case comparisons to sequential conditions (learners studied the same cases sequentially).
Aside from being considered variables of measurements, these variables can also be used in conjunction with process variables to begin to inform the interpretation of results and implications for theory. When a measurement variable is confounded with a process or context variable across studies (e.g., if most studies that provided the principle before also compared case comparison tasks to control conditions) and both influence effect sizes, this can skew estimates of the impact of both variables. To investigate such potential confounds within meta-analysis, we had to create a new method of analysis.
A METHODOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN META-ANALYSIS
As Lipsey (2003) pointed out, a great risk within metaanalysis is not to recognize when variables are confounded.
For example, if we were to find no difference between the effect sizes on learning with rich or minimal cases, we might conclude that both are equally effective for learning. However, that would be an incomplete explanation if the type of cases was confounded with the type of instructions presented to learners (i.e., general prompts vs. guided questioning). It could be that minimal cases with general prompts are equivalent to rich cases with guided questioning and that the interaction of the type of cases (rich vs. minimal) and instruction type (prompted vs. guided) is driving the null overall effect. If the sample included more instances of all the possible combinations (rich with prompts, minimal with prompts, rich with guided questioning, minimal with guided questioning), analyses might have revealed differences. To tease apart the effects of partially confounded moderators, we propose using a simple procedure of examining to what extent each moderator's effect is maintained across levels of other confounded/contingent variables. This new method of analysis also highlights which variables need to be investigated further because they either are always confounded with other variables across studies or suffer from low power in critical distinguishing cells.
In our new methodological approach, we first examine whether the sample has confounded variables through contingency analyses. For each pair of moderator variables identified as significantly confounded, we examine how the moderator effects hold up across levels of the confounded variable. For example, if this method found a confound between the type of case and the instruction type, we would then investigate whether all combinations of types of cases and instruction types yielded functionally equivalent effect sizes (i.e., the overall trend). If they did not, we then would be able to report which cells (conditional combinations of the two moderator variables in question; rich/prompted, rich/guided, minimal/prompted, minimal/guided) do not show this effect and/or which might suffer from low power (i.e., too few studies with those conditional combinations).
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The new method also provides a general sense of where most of the variation in moderators occurs across studies and which variables future work should examine. For example, two of the previous example studies (Nagarajan & HmeloSilver, 2006; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2007) asked learners to find similarities and differences between cases and did not measure learning immediately. If this pattern holds across most classroom-based studies, then future class-based investigations might consider including an immediate posttest and perhaps asking learners to find only the similarities.
CURRENT STUDY
Our model tests 15 variables that may affect learning outcomes. Those identified as process variables (the type of instructions, the objective, the type of cases, the presentations of principles, the provision of features, etc.) are of particular interest in this investigation. Generally, we propose that conditions that act as supportive cues for facilitating analogical comparison will result in greater learning outcomes. We included a large number of possible moderators to ensure that potentially confounded variables were not influencing effect sizes. Our new meta-analytic method enables us to examine whether variables are confounded with one another and provides a more comprehensive picture of the effects of the various variables and their interrelationships.
METHOD Literature Search
Articles examining analogical case comparisons were identified through a variety of sources. The majority of the articles were identified using the Web of Science, PsycINFO, ERIC, and Google Scholar computerized literature searches by searching for particular authors' names and/or by searching using terms like analogical comparison, analog, structural alignment, schematic learning, and so on, either alone or in combination. Studies were also identified using forward and backward searches and through e-mail correspondences with authors. Dissertations, unpublished theses, and conference proceedings were also considered for inclusion (Rothstein & Bushman, 2012) . The selection criterion was that studies had to test directly for differences between a condition employing case comparisons and a condition that involved sequential case study, single case study, nonanalogous case study, a control/baseline group (no study phase), or more traditional instruction (lecture and/or problem solving).
Exclusion criteria prevented the addition of some potentially relevant studies. Articles with incomplete statistical information or those that analyzed only qualitative data alone were not included. Before excluding any study that did not provide useable statistical information, we contacted authors to request information that could be included in the analysis. We also excluded studies that did not consistently maintain the instructional manipulation because they equivocated groups prior to measures of learning.
Units of Analysis and Data Sets
Analyses were conducted both at the level of experiments and at the level of tests. Analysis at the level of experiments refers to the inclusion of individual experiments with different participants each as its own entry with effect sizes averaged across its measures. Thus, if a single article reported on multiple experiments, then those experiments each have their own average effect size and are included individually. Analysis at the level of tests refers to the inclusion of each individual statistical comparison as an independent contribution. Although multiple comparisons reported for a single sample violate assumptions of independence, analysis at this level was required to test for the effects of potentially moderating variables. For example, each comparison required individual inclusion when examining the dependent measure because, within the same study, some measures were of near transfer and others were of far. Consequently, articles that include many tests have more weight in the overall computation of the effect than those that run fewer. Whenever possible, potential moderators that did not vary between tests were considered at the level of experiments. Because many potential moderators did differ between tests, only five could be analyzed at the level of experiments: publication rank, domain, age, setting, and duration.
Because several potential moderators were significantly correlated with one another, interactions needed to be considered. Whenever the potential moderator was correlated with another that varied between tests, further analyses had to be conducted at the level of tests. The current analysis investigates the results of 57 experiments with 336 comparisons. See Table 1 for a complete listing of the experiments included.
Variables Coded as Potential Moderators
Fifteen moderators were used for blocking purposes, including publication rank to investigate potential publication biases. Seven of the remaining 14 were considered process variables, four were considered context variables, and three were considered measurement variables. See Table 2 for a complete listing. All potential confounds were examined.
For codes of publication rank, journals were categorized as top-tier if they earned an impact factor greater than 2.0 based on the listings of impact factors (2009 Journal Citation Reports R Social Sciences Edition; Thomas Reuters). Journals ranked below 2.0 were coded as second-tier. Studies published in conference proceedings were coded separately.
Codes for the process variables were entered as follows: The type of instructions was coded as either prompted or Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 Gentner, 1993, Experiment 1a) . In contrast, instructions that guided case comparisons asked questions that directed the learners' attention to the important details of the cases. The previous mathematics examples provided guided instructions (Rittle- Johnson & Star, 2007; ) to direct the learners' attention to the important steps in common between the solutions/strategies. Another example involved learners comparing two solved radiation analogs in order to explain the critical insight (that in all cases the problem was solved using convergence), identify the parallels between the analogs, and match the five corresponding critical features (Kurtz & Loewenstein, 2007 , Experiment 1). Here, instructing learners to explain the critical insight common to both directed their searches for commonalities by cuing them into the fact that there is an analogous insight to be found. Furthermore, instructing students to find five critical features directs their efforts to search for five similar features. These cues serve to make the search for commonalities much more focused. In general, guided instructions directed learners to search for more specific features and/or relations across the cases, whereas prompted instructions were more general and asked learners to simply search for similarities and/or differences. The objective of the comparison (i.e., whether learners were asked to identify similarities, differences, or both during the case comparison task) was also coded. All but one of the examples from Figures 1 and 2 (Nagarajan & HmeloSilver, 2006; Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2007; Star & RittleJohnson, 2009 ) asked learners to notice both similarities and differences between cases, either directly or indirectly, by asking learners what cases had in common, how they differed, and/or about the effects of those differences. In contrast, Gentner and Namy (1999, Experiment 2) asked their learners only to decide why the two exemplars were of the same kind and thereby encouraged them to focus on only the similarities. One last possibility is that the objective of the comparison could have been to find differences alone (e.g., The types of the cases being compared were coded as either rich or minimal in format. Rich cases were those that provided more information than was needed (extraneous facts, superfluous contexts, etc.) or that presented cases in potentially ambiguous forms because many other details could just as well have been considered while searching for commonalities. Nagarajan and Hmelo-Silver (2006) and Gentner and Namy (1999, Experiment 2) presented learners with cases that were rich in detail. The former's videotaped formative assessments likely presented many details of the classroom environment as well as the administrations of those assessments. The latter's line drawings shared many perceptual commonalities that were not included within the target categorization of both being, for example, types of transportation.
Minimal cases were those that highlighted the important details/key features by not including extraneous information or potentially distracting details. Rittle- Johnson and Star (2007; ) provided minimal cases by presenting only the steps within the mathematical solution/strategy with labels and explanations to highlight each step. Another example of minimal cases was designed by Gentner and colleagues in which text-based cases consisted of only relevant information and that was paired with diagrammatic organizations of those facts (Gentner et al., 2003, Experiments 2 & 3) . The total amount of information provided within the cases was not the focus of the context code, but instead the relation of the details provided to the target features. For example, if a case had many details but all were necessary for identifying the target features and relations, it would be considered minimal. In contrast, if the case included some salient details that were unnecessary for identifying the target features and relations, even if there were generally few details overall, these were considered rich cases because they included extraneous details to the target comparison.
The experience level of learners was coded as little, familiar, or extensive. Learners were coded as having little experience when they had little to no prior experience with the subject matter or target content. Their low levels of previous experience might have been because they were new students to a field (e.g., undergraduates enrolled in a communication development course learning about theory-based therapies; Michael et al., 1993) or because the task/to-belearned material was unusual (e.g., cases were of science fiction content unique to the study or cases were complex checkerboard patterns symbolizing RNA; Clement & Gentner, 1991, Experiment 1; Mundy et al., 2009, respectively) . Familiar learners were those who had some experience with the content/cases prior to the study (e.g., psychology students enrolled in a cognitive psychology course studying schema and encoding concepts, or undergraduates asked to recognize that a pen could be conceptualized as a container; Bransford, 1998, Experiment 2, and Kurtz, 2005, respectively) . Learners considered to have extensive levels of experience were those who were professionals in the same or a related field (e.g., professional management consultants learning to negotiate contingency contracts; Gentner et al., 2009 , Experiment 1).
The sixth potential moderator was whether a principle was provided explicitly as a textual/verbal description before or after the case comparisons task or not at all. Examples of the presentation of a principle include implementations in which learners read about a language learning theory before using it to critique a videotaped therapy session and then compare their critique to an expert's (Michael et al., 1993) , and implementations in which learners were provided with explanations of schema and encoding concepts (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) after having compared cases that embodied patterns explained by such concepts. Furthermore, if learners were first questioned as to the similarities or differences between cases and then provided with a principle and asked to sort cases by that principle (Cummins, 1992) , such conditions were coded as providing the principle after because there was no requirement that learners return to the comparisons in light of the principle. The code of not was applied when a study potentially could have provided learners with principles but did not because learners were to construct the principle for themselves through comparison (e.g., Gentner & Namy, 1999, Experiment 2; Gick & Holyoak, 1983 , Experiment 4; Kurtz et al., 2001 , Experiments 1 & 2; Nagarajan & Hmelo-Silver, 2006). In the category learning study described earlier, for example, the underlying principle is the conceptual category, but learners are to construct that understanding through comparison. Similarly, in Gentner and colleagues' studies on students learning negotiation, providing the principle before the cases would provide the appropriate solution prematurely (Gentner et al., 2003, Experiments 2 & 3) . Learners were to reach that understanding through comparing the cases. In other cases, there was not a highlevel principle to provide (e.g., Kurtz, 2005, Experiments 1 & 2; Markman & Gentner, 1993, Experiments 1a, 1b, 2, & 3; Mundy et al., 2009, Experiments 1 & 2) . Markman and Gentner asked their learners to compare pairs of illustrations to determine their level of similarity and then asked them to identify cross-mapped objects (the analogous pair of components across the two illustrations), but each pair of objects shared a unique role in comparison to other pairs. Thus, there was not an appropriate principle to provide.
We also coded for features (whether provided or not) and duration of the study phase (more or less than 1 hr). We coded as to whether the key features of the cases were to be identified by learners (learner-generated) or were provided explicitly within the study materials (e.g., in the form of a list for a matching task). Even if learners were only provided with a list of features specific to one of the two cases and asked to generate a corresponding list for the other (e.g., Clement & Gentner, 1991; Kurtz et al., 2001 , Experiment 1), such studies were coded as having provided features. If studies did not provide a list of features from at least one case, then cases were coded as having learner-generated features-even in the absence of a requirement for learners to state Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 explicitly what those features were. Features of cases might have been procedural steps or conceptual details and both are distinguishable from principles because no individual feature or corresponding pair of features across cases captures the entire procedure, concept, or perception. To draw on previous examples, each step of approximating is a feature of the procedure but not the principle of approximating, and each evidential detail of the items for categorization was a feature but not the principle of transportation. For the duration of the study phase, studies were coded as brief if study sessions lasted for only a single session of less than 1 hr. Studies were coded as long if study sessions were extended over multiple days and/or they were longer than 1 hr.
Codes for the context variables were entered as follows: for setting, experiments were coded as classroom studies when learners' performances would impact their grades (as reported by authors) and/or content was expected to be learned for the purposes of the class. Studies were coded as laboratory studies when participation was not part of a class, or when participation was part of a class but content was not critical to course completion or performances did not impact learners' grades.
The content of the to-be-learned material was coded as conceptual, procedural, or perceptual. Conceptual content included phenomena (e.g., heat transfer; Kurtz et al., 2001 , Experiments 1 & 2; Mason, 2004) , definitions (e.g., a jiggy is a type of spatial relationship between drawings of animals and not a type of animal itself; Christie & Gentner, 2010, Experiments 1 & 2b) , and/or categories (e.g., things are categorized by function and not form; Gentner & Namy, 1999, Experiment 2). Procedural content included the execution of a series of steps to a solution (e.g., dividing and dispersing forces to converge, truncating each multiplicand then multiplying and supplementing zeros, negotiating contingency contracts; Gick & Holyoak, 1983, Experiment 4; and Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2004 , Experiment 1, respectively). Perceptual content included relationship(s) between stimuli that were not captured by declarative representations (e.g., identifying crossmapped objects; Markman & Gentner, 1993, Experiments 1a, 1b, 2, & 3) .
In many studies, coding of the content required a consideration of the subject matter as well as the target task. For example, Gentner et al. (2004, Experiment 1) asked learners to study cases of contingent contracts so that they reached a conceptual understanding of them. Their measures of learning included the quality of participants' schemas, the quality of recalled examples of contingency contracts, and how many dyads resolved the test case by implementing a contingent contract in face-to-face negotiations. The measures of schema quality and the quality of recalled personal experiences were coded as containing conceptual content, whereas the frequency measure of dyadic resolutions that implemented contingent contracts was coded as containing procedural content. Similarly in the example provided of conceptual content, although the term jiggy referred to a visual, spatial configuration, the target was to build a category captured by the term jiggy (a conceptualization that captures that configuration). Thus, the semantic content was conceptual and not perceptual.
For age, learners were considered children if they were 12 years old or younger, adolescents if they were between 13 and 17 years old, and adults if they were 18 years old or older. If the same comparison included a range of ages, the mean age of the sample was used for coding purposes. If the exact age of the sample of learners was not provided but its grade level was, the sample was coded as children through sixth grade, as adolescents from seventh through 12th grades, and as adults thereafter.
The domain of science included studies that ranged from problem solving within physics (Gadgil & Nokes, 2009) and recognizing the process of heat transfer (Kurtz et al., 2001 ; Experiment 1; Mason, 2004) to understanding formative assessments (Nagarajan & Hmelo-Silver, 2006) and understanding schema and encoding concepts (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998 , Experiment 1). The domain of math included studies that ranged from solving multistep mathematics problems and solving algebraic equations that were set within the fields of biology, chemistry, and political science (Rittle- Star, 2007, and Gerjets et al., 2008 , Experiment 2, respectively) to sorting cases by their statistical/algebraic content and understanding the proper use of the linearity assumption (Cummins, 1992 , Experiments 1-3; Schuh, 2004, and McDonough, 2010 , Experiment 2, respectively). The example studies from Gadgil, Gerjets, and their colleagues highlight that when coding for domain, what was to be learned was the focus. Thus, although math is heavily involved in physics, the focus remained on learning about physics concepts and was consequently coded as science. In contrast, Gerjets and colleagues contextualized algebraic equations within science domains to have learners appreciate how to solve such equations in different contexts. Because the focus was in solving algebraic equations and not on the subject matter within the different contexts, it was coded as math. Content considered to be within the domain of other ranged from solutions to physical problems (e.g., getting a bead out of a cylinder or solving a problem using the convergence solution; Chen & Daehler, 1989, and Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989, respectively) , to the negotiation of contracts between disputing parties (Gentner et al., 2004, Experiment 1) , to the perception of visual stimuli (Markman & Gentner, 1993) .
We also coded measurement variables. The lag between the case comparisons task and the assessment of learning was coded as immediate if the contents of the study phase were potentially still in working memory during the test phase (i.e., the assessment was made during or immediately following study). It was coded as same day if a filler task or time delay interposed the study and test phases but the test was administered before the end of the same day. Or it was coded Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 as subsequent day if the test phase was administered on a day after that of the study phase.
We coded the dependent measure as to whether the measure was of near or far transfer. Separate definitions of near or far needed to be specified for conceptual and procedural content. Near transfer of procedural content asked learners to transfer an unmodified solution learned from study to a superficially different problem. Such measures ranged from the appropriate use of mathematical algorithms (Schuh et al., 2005) to the appropriate use of convergence solutions (Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989) . Far transfer of procedural content required that learners modify the solution to accommodate structural changes in variables or features within the new case. Far transfer of procedural content ranged from the selection and implementation of an equation from among possible alternatives when faced with physics problems with extraneous variables (Gadgil & Nokes, 2009 ) to having to solve for a different variable than at study (Nokes, VanLehn, & Belenky, 2008) . Near transfer of conceptual content required recognition or application of studied concepts without adaptation. Such measures ranged from scores that reflected the causal relevance of learners' descriptions of cases (Mason, 2004) to scores that reflected the recognition of concepts and the reconstruction of studied processes (to be understood, not executed; Seufert, 2003) . Far transfer of conceptual content ranged from sorting novel mathematics word problems into new problem categories (Cummins, 1992 , E1, E2) to making inferences and analogies on a subset of posttest questions designed to assess how much learners would extend what they know about iron's and vitamin C's contributions within human metabolism to other scenarios (Seufert, 2003) .
The type of learning condition to which case comparisons were compared (the other learning situation [OLS]) was coded as having no study phase (baseline group or control), a nonanalogous study task, a sequential case study task, a single-case study task, or more traditional instruction. It should be noted that the sequential OLS presented learners with the same cases as those presented to the learners in the condition of case comparisons, but in these sequential conditions, learners studied them one after another instead of simultaneously. For example, Rittle-Johnson and colleagues (Rittle- ) asked learners in the case comparison condition to compare Abby's solution method to Patrick's to determine one way they were the same, one way they were different, and why the first step of Patrick's solution was different than Abby's. In contrast, they asked learners in the sequential condition first to study Abby's solution and explain why she combined like terms in her first step and then to study Patrick's solution (on the next page) and explain why Patrick's solution might be (or might not be) applicable to many different kinds of problems.
Nonanalogous OLS might have asked learners to compare two cases (one analog, one non) during a simultaneous presentation or to consider each sequentially, but because both cases were not the same as those used in the case comparison condition, they were coded as nonanalogous. For example, Catrambone and Holyoak (1989, Experiment 1) asked one group of learners to compare a case involving the convergence solution (The General or The Fire Chief) to a case that did not involve the convergence solution (The Wine Merchants); this condition controlled for the amount of time and processing during the study phase. Although it did present learners with one of the same analogs (The General or The Fire Chief) as was presented to learners conducting case comparisons, the other case was not analogous. Whether these cases were compared simultaneously as they were in this example or studied sequentially with one on each page did not change its coding. However, if learners were only to study either The General or The Fire Chief, that condition would have been coded as a single case.
A single-case OLS presented learners with only one analogous case to study. For example in Christie and Gentner's (2001) study (Experiment 1), they provided one group of young learners in their categorization task with only one of the two exemplars presented to those in the comparison condition. Traditional OLS asked learners to solve problems and/or attend a lecture(s). For example, Michael et al. (1993) provided traditional instruction in the form of lectures and readings to one group while another group was asked to compare videotaped implementations of language therapies that exemplified theories of language development. Richland and McDonough (2010, Experiment 1) , in another example, taught the correct use of the linearity strategy immediately to learners and then gave them a worksheet of four questions probing what they learned about the strategy along with a final item that asked them to solve a set-up proportion. Then they were again shown how to solve the problem. The group implementing case comparisons compared two different solutions (one with and one without the proper use of the linearity function). Thus, the code of traditional instruction covered a variety of instructional approaches that did not employ case studies/comparisons. Learning conditions coded as control included no type of instruction or study phase.
Reliability of Moderator Coding
The coding scheme was developed by using the process model as a guide to identify relevant variables that capture aspects of a broad range of case-based learning situations, completely and yet concisely. The first author coded all studies, and the second author coded 25% of the studies. Coding reliability of all the moderators was at least adequate, and overall coding reliability was high, with an average Cohen's kappa of .80. See Table 2 for reliability measures for each potential moderator. Any disagreements were resolved through a discussion of how best to classify the variable in question both within the context of the experiment and for the purposes of analysis. Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013
Computation and Analysis of Effect Sizes
We used the Comprehensive Meta-analysis, Version 2 (CMA) software (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2005) to calculate effect sizes for each test and to run all analyses. Overall effects are reported under both fixed and random effects models, but subsequent analyses are reported only from the random effects model. A random effects model was appropriate because our sample included such diverse methodologies, samples, and potential effect sizes.
Effect sizes. Comparisons were entered into the CMA program and effect sizes for each comparison were first calculated using the program's computation formulae. When the only statistics available in the papers were F values and group means, DSTAT (Johnson, 1993) allowed us to convert those statistics to a common metric, r, which is the correlation coefficient respective to that F value with such a sample size. For studies that reported differences that were unreliable but did not provide exact statistics, those comparisons were entered into DSTAT with an F value of 1. Those r scores and sample sizes were then entered into the CMA program.
Because g values may "overestimate the population effect size" when samples are small (Johnson, 1993, p. 19 ), standardized differences in means (Cohen's d) values are reported here as calculated by the CMA program. Effect sizes between .20 and .50 indicate a small effect size, between .50 and .80 indicate a medium effect, and greater than .80 indicate a large effect (Cohen, 1988) . Of course, the effect size alone does not determine significance, and we determined that effect sizes were reliably different than zero (no effect) based on the p values of the resultant Z scores.
Statistical Approach
Comparisons of learning situations involving case comparisons to other learning situations were subjected to two separate meta-analyses, one at the level of experiments and one at the level of tests. Table 3 displays the results overall at both levels and for both fixed and random effects models. Positive effect sizes indicate superior performances for case compar- isons, whereas negative effect sizes would have indicated superior performances in the other learning situations. Tables of effect sizes are displayed with the following columns from left to right: Cohen's d statistics, 95% confidence interval, Z value, Q value, and k (the degrees of freedom within the Q statistic or the number of comparisons within that row minus 1). Cohen's d measures are average effect sizes and, in the current analyses, almost all will be positive, indicating superior performances following case comparisons. Next, the width of the confidence interval will provide a sense of the spread of effect sizes. The Z value can be used to determine whether the average effect size is significantly different from zero (i.e., there is no effect). Thus, any average effect with a confidence interval that includes zero will not have a significant Z value (p > .05).
The Q statistic for overall analyses determines whether there is significant heterogeneity within the sample and, consequently, whether violating statistical assumptions of independence is justified to consider moderators at the level of tests to determine under which specific conditions case comparisons are best. The I 2 statistic for the overall analyses further assesses heterogeneity and can be read as the percentage of the variability that is due not to mere sampling error but to true heterogeneity between experiments (HuedoMedina, Sánchez-Meca, Marín-Martínez, & Botella, 2006) . The Q statistic is also used at the level of tests to determine whether levels of a moderator are statistically different from one another. Again, k provides the number of comparisons within that row minus 1. For moderator tables, summing k values for that moderator will also indicate whether analyses were performed at the level of experiments (k values add to almost 57 but are short by the number of levels of the moderator) or at the level of tests (k values add to almost 336 but are short by the number of levels of the moderator). Whenever possible, analyses were run at the level of experiments to avoid violating statistical assumptions of independence.
Investigations of Moderators and Post Hoc Comparisons
Analysis of the overall sample found significant heterogeneity in the effect sizes (as indicated by Q and I 2 ; HuedoMedina et al., 2006; Johnson, 1989) . To further investigate this heterogeneity, effect sizes were grouped by one potential moderator at a time. When significant heterogeneity among different levels of that moderator warranted still further analysis, each level was then compared to all others within the CMA program to determine if the effect sizes of the different levels were reliably different from one another. Before doing so, post hoc p values were adjusted for the number of comparisons conducted. For example, to compare all of the levels of the potential moderator, publication rank, three post hoc comparisons were required and therefore alpha was adjusted Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 to .016. Again, the Q statistic was used to determine whether levels of each moderator were different from one another. The Q statistic is the number that appears in the cells of post hoc tables; whether levels are considered to be reliably different from one another is determined by the adjusted alpha found in the upper leftmost cell. As can be seen in Table 4 , beginning with the analysis of the moderator, objective, the Q value when comparing the objective of differences to the objective of similarities is 146.21. The two asterisks indicate that this difference between levels is reliable, Q(1) = 146.21, p < .001. For objective, the adjusted alpha was set to .016. Thus, differences between the levels of objective would have been considered significant only if the p value were less than .016.
Interdependence Among Moderators
To ensure that variables were truly moderating results and were not confounded (or interacting) with other variables, cross-tabulations of all of the potential moderators determined to what extent variables were dependent on one another. We then focused on the statistically significant moderators that shared contingency coefficients greater than .4 (i.e., large enough to cause significant indirect relationships). We begin with a presentation of the variables that consistently moderated findings because their patterns held up across levels of all correlated variables. We then present inconsistent moderators, possible explanations, and moderators that require subsequent research to provide ample power.
RESULTS

Overall Effects
A total of 336 tests from 57 experiments compared learning situations involving case comparisons to other learning situations. Table 3 lists the effects across the entire sample.
Under the random effects model, the 57 experiments had a medium effect size with a tight confidence interval favoring case comparison (d = .60), 95% confidence interval (CI) [.47, .72] , indicating that there is high certainty that case comparison is, in general, moderately effective. To rule out potential publication bias for only studies that find positive effects, we calculated fail-safe total sample sizes at the level of experiments and at the level of tests with alphas set to .05, two-tailed. At the level of experiments, 2,795 unpublished experiments would be needed to alter the results so that the average benefit of case comparisons would no longer be statistically significant. At the level of tests, 5,244 unpublished results would be needed to reduce the effect to nonsignificance. However, the overall effects of case comparison were found to be heterogeneous across samples, Q(56) = 136.74, p < .001, with approximately 60% of the variability among effect sizes caused by true heterogeneity between studies (I 2 = 59.05). Therefore, it is important to examine moderators of the effect. Table 5 lists all of the variables and classifies them in terms of whether they consistently moderated, inconsistently moderated, or did not moderate learning outcomes or suffered from low power. Of the 15 potential moderators investigated, five did not significantly moderate: the process variables of type of instructions, the experience levels of learners, whether or not features were provided, and the context variables of learners' ages and setting. That is, contrasting cases produced on average consistent medium effect sizes across those variations in implementation and context (see Figure 3 ) .
Moderators
The variables that did significantly moderate or that require further explanation are presented in groups according to variable type (process, context, or measurement). It should Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 also be mentioned before proceeding that, whereas publications in top-and second-tier journals reported similar effect sizes (Table 6 ), conference proceedings reported lower effect sizes than did second-tier journals.
Process Variables
As can be seen in Table 5 , the process variables of the objective and the presentation of a principle consistently moderated learning outcomes. Table 4 displays the results and post FIGURE 3 Consistent benefits to case comparisons tasks found across levels of variables that did not moderate (color figure available online). hoc analyses of these consistent moderators and Figure 4 displays their effect sizes with confidence intervals. The type of cases was an inconsistent moderator (Table 7) with different effects observed across the levels of variables with which it was confounded (domain). Last, analysis of the duration of study revealed issues of low power (Table 6) .
As can be seen at the top of Table 4 , the objective to find similarities across the cases led to greater learning than the objective to find similarities and differences, which in turn led to greater learning than the objective to find only differences. Although the learning deficit for only finding differences should be considered tentative because that level includes only seven tests from a single experiment, the more general pattern that finding only similarities leads to greater learning outcomes than finding similarities and differences is consistent across correlated variables and has ample power. This effect is consistent across all levels of the correlated variables of principle (contingency coefficient C = .50), publication rank (C = .51), and lag (C = .45).
For the moderator of principle, studies that provided learners with the principle after the case comparison yielded greater learning outcomes than studies that either did not provide a principle or provided the principle before the comparison (Table 4 ). In addition, there was no difference between studies that provided the principle before case comparisons and those that did not provide a principle at all. Further analyses indicated that the moderator of principle was potentially confounded with the objective of the learning task (C = .50), the type of instructions (C = .49), and the duration of the task (C = .41) but the overall effect was consistent across levels of the correlated variables with ample power.
There is a particular finding to note between the two previous patterns of effects within the objective and principle variables. When learners are asked to find only similarities and are provided with the principle after case comparisons (d = 1.18), 95% CI [.93, 1.44] , the average effect size for those 29 tests indicate even greater benefits than the average effect size of similarities indicated. Thus, when the objective is for learners to find only similarities when comparing cases and they are provided with the principle after case comparisons, the effects on learning are large.
The type of cases was an inconsistent moderator with rich cases leading to greater effects than minimal cases (Table 7) . Whereas this trend did hold up across levels of the type of instructions (C = .42), this trend did not hold up across levels of domain (C = .33). Rich cases within the domain of science Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 Note. CI = confidence interval; OLS = other learning situation. * p < .05. * * p < .001. (Table 6 ), our new method for investigating possible confounds revealed that part of the reason might be that it is confounded with setting (C = .64). Moreover, the cell containing the average effect of long durations within laboratory settings (d = .91), 95% CI [.66, 1.17], contains only 11 tests from four experiments of only two studies. In contrast, 153 of the 164 tests of long durations were within classroom settings, and 156 of the 172 of the brief durations were within laboratory settings. Thus, the average effect size for the 153 tests of long durations within classrooms (d = .41), 95% CI [.33, .49] , is being inflated when effect sizes from tests of long durations within laboratory settings are added to them. In contrast, the effect sizes for brief durations are about the same in both laboratory and classroom settings (d = .56), 95% CI [.46, .65] , and (d = .55), 95% CI [.44, .66 ], respectively, despite many more tests coming from the laboratory than from the classroom. Therefore, greater numbers of laboratory studies of long durations and classroom studies of short durations are needed to further examine this potential interaction.
Context Variables
Of the context variables, only content was found to consistently moderate findings (see Table 5 ). Findings and post hoc analyses of content can be found in Table 4 and a presentation of the effects with their confidence intervals in Figure 4 . The domain of study inconsistently moderated findings (see Table 7) as effects changed across levels of correlated variables of publication rank, duration, and experience.
Content consistently moderated findings with larger learning outcomes for perceptual content than for procedural content and no differences between conceptual and perceptual or procedural content (Table 4) . Analyses indicated that the moderator of content was potentially confounded with domain (C = .47), the other learning situation (OLS; C = .46), and experience (C = .44), but the pattern of effects was generally consistent across all levels of those other moderators. The only exception to the pattern was found within the cell of procedural content within the science domain (d = .10), 95% CI [-.03, .23] , showing a nonsignificant effect size, but the 30 tests included within that cell were all from only three conference proceedings.
The academic domain inconsistently moderated learning outcomes. Comparisons implemented in other domains led to significantly greater learning outcomes than comparisons implemented in mathematics. Similarly, comparisons Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 implemented in science led to marginally greater effects than comparisons in math. However, the smaller effect sizes in math disappear in a number of cells across levels of moderators potentially confounded with domain: OLS (C = .56), publication rank (C = .55), duration (C = .53), experience (C = .53), and setting (C = .51). In second tier publications, math (d = .55), 95% CI [.36, .73 It should also be noted that the moderator of age also suffers from low power for studies with adolescents, which evidenced a null effect size. As can be seen in Table 6 , there were only five experiments that sampled adolescents. Despite the null effect size within the adolescent subsample, age was not found to significantly moderate findings. Adult learners and young learners (children) both reliably benefit and roughly to the same extent from case comparisons.
Measurement Variables
Of the measurement variables, only the lag between study and testing consistently moderated findings (Tables 4 and 5 ). The dependent measure inconsistently moderated findings (Table 7 ). The analysis of the OLS (other learning situation) revealed a disproportionately large sample of sequential case studies.
Analyses of the lag between study and testing indicated that immediate testing led to greater outcomes than did testing on a subsequent day (Table 4) . However, testing on the same day after a filler task or another activity was not found to lead to statistically different outcomes in comparison to either immediate or subsequent day lags but that is at least partly due to the large confidence interval (standard error) for same day which contains only 22 tests. However, the benefit of having a briefer lag holds true across levels of the OLS (C = .49) and objective (C = .45).
For the moderator of dependent measure, near transfer leads to greater effect sizes than far transfer (Table 7) . However, this trend reverses in the domain of math where far transfer (d = .41), 95% CI [.22, .60 ], leads to greater effects sizes than near transfer (d = .18), 95% CI [.07, .28] , Q(1) = 4.67, p = .03. This reversal is not due to low power (i.e., 32 tests of far transfer from seven experiments of five studies and 39 tests of near transfer from 10 experiments of eight studies).
The three significant differences found between types of other learning situations were all in comparison to sequential case studies, which composes the majority of our OLS sample (Table 6) 
DISCUSSION
Overall our meta-analysis found that case comparisons are generally effective for learning under many different types of implementations, contexts, and measurements. However, the average effect is only medium in size, and there was significant heterogeneity of effects across tasks, contexts, and test measurements, which highlights the importance of investigating which variables moderate the learning outcomes to inform both theory and educational practice.
Reviewing Our Process Model
Our analysis revealed four consistent moderators: objective, principle, content, and lag. In contrast, the type of instruction, experience levels, the provision of features, age, and setting did not moderate findings. The type of cases, domain, and dependent measure initially appeared to moderate findings but then were found to do so inconsistently when confounded variables were examined. Furthermore, conclusions to be drawn from publication rank, duration, and OLS are tentative due to low sample power. We use our process model (Figure 2 ) to help interpret these findings.
We hypothesized that the first major step in carrying out case comparisons is the effortful search for commonalities between the cases. With this in mind, we identified four variables that might affect the success of this search process-the type of instructions provided to learners, the objective of the task, the types of cases, and the experience levels of learners. The type of instructions and the experience levels of learners did not moderate effects. These results suggest for that both prompted and guided instructions are equally beneficial and for learners with varying degrees of experience.
The result that experience level did not moderate findings suggests that case comparisons can be productive with different levels of background knowledge ranging from novice students first being introduced to the topic to more expert students who have already spent much time and practice learning about the domain. Perhaps a more fine-grained measure of expertise or a different operational measure would have led to moderated effects, but the current analysis suggests that case Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 comparisons can be effective across a range of experience levels.
The type of cases, whether rich or minimal, inconsistently moderated outcomes and only seemed to matter within the domain of math where rich cases yielded greater effects than did minimal cases. It is unclear why the type of cases would matter specifically for mathematics, but the finding raises an important question as to whether the added detail can support the search for commonalities by providing additional context to help identify key features.
Analyses revealed that effect sizes were largest when learners were asked to find the similarities between cases (objective) compared to finding similarities and differences. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that searching for similarities helps students focus on finding the critical features of the cases. In contrast, focusing on differences may highlight the superficial similarities that are not relevant for finding the target features. Focusing on superficial differences may also lead to a higher cognitive load than focusing on only similarities potentially making it more difficult for students to encode the common features of the target content.
This interpretation depends on how the cases are constructed, because an experimenter or instructional designer could create cases where a focus on differences in fact highlights at least some of the key to-be-learned target relations between the two cases (e.g., Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2007; ). In both studies, Rittle-Johnson and Star wanted learners to recognize and understand not only that the two cases of mathematics procedures were appropriate for the same type of problem but also how they differed and which was more appropriate/efficient. Most studies in the current review utilized case comparisons to illustrate only a single procedure or concept but not to highlight the differences between two types procedures or concepts (for exceptions, see also Gentner et al., 2003; Kurtz et al., 2001; Mason, 2004; Thompson, Gentner, & Loewenstein, 2000) . Furthermore, most posttest measures did not explicitly require learners to distinguish between multiple concepts or procedures. Thus, finding only similarities seems best when learning about single concepts and/or procedures, but further investigations should examine the effects of objective on learning multiple concepts or procedures.
The equivalent effect sizes for the different type of instructions prompted further analysis because it seemed a fundamentally important variable in how comparisons are carried out. We first suspected that the equivalent effect sizes for prompted and guided instructions might have been the result of having the other process variables tailored to the type of instruction. For example, it seemed possible that when instructions were prompted and not guided, the principle and features might have been provided along with the objective only to find similarities in an attempt to simplify the comparison. Therefore, we investigated the frequencies of guided and then prompted studies to determine if rates differed as to the presentation of a principle, the objective, and the provision of features (all variables that moderated), but analyses did not reveal any explanatory patterns. To further investigate, we then cross-tabulated the type of instructions with all other variables (even those that did not moderate) to determine with which other variables it was potentially confounded. The type of instructions was found to be confounded with domain (C = .47) and the type of cases (C = .42).
Analyses revealed that prompted tasks were most frequently in the domain of other (87 of 165 comparisons) and with rich cases (139 of 165), which were both conditions found to yield the greatest effect sizes. In contrast, guided comparisons were not frequently implemented within the domain of other (22 of 171) or with rich cases (68 of 171). Thus, our functionally equivalent effects for prompted and guided case comparisons might be the result of imbalanced numbers of rich and minimal cases across the different domains-a pattern that was not revealed until we investigated for the purposes of further explanation. Specifically, it may be that the type of prompt interacts with amount of details presented in the case. We hypothesize that guided instruction may be particularly helpful with rich cases where students could potentially focus on irrelevant details, whereas simple prompts may be sufficient for minimal cases. Future work should further help to fill out these cells to test this hypothesis.
As a potentially influential part of both/either the effortful search for commonalities and/or the alignment of target features, we investigated whether having a principle provided before or after case comparisons led to greater learning. Analyses revealed that effect sizes were greatest when the principle was provided after case comparisons as compared to providing them before or not at all. Providing principles after the comparison may serve as an instructional resource either to reify the emerging knowledge representation acquired or to modify it (Holyoak, 2012) . This result is consistent with an emerging literature on the benefits of providing learning resources such as worked examples and direct instruction after an instructional intervention to "prepare students for future learning." Case comparisons may serve as particularly effective instructional interventions to promote such learning. Although our sample had ample power of 29 comparisons from three experiments in which the principle was provided after, all three experiments were from a single paper (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) , and we therefore hope that future work will take advantage of the promising effects of providing the principle after and investigate it further.
The hypothesis that providing the principle before the cases helps students identify and align the key features of the task was not supported by our finding of functionally equivalent effect sizes for both before and not provided conditions. This finding should be further examined, as this is the typical type of instructional scenario in math and science classes where an abstract concept is introduced, which is then followed up with cases illustrating that concept. If this result holds up to further experimental investigation and replication, it may have large implications for STEM instruction. Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013
We also hypothesized that providing the learners with the features of at least one of the two cases could also influence learners' progress through the second major step of aligning the target features. Analyses did not reveal differences in effect sizes between studies that provided learners with the features and those that required learners to generate them. This finding suggests that aligning the target features can be accomplished without having to provide the learner with explicit labels of one case to scaffold the process. It also shows that there is not any additional benefit for generating all of the relevant features across the cases, which is in contrast to what might be expected from research on generative versus passive instruction (Chi, 2009) . However, it is possible that providing the features could promote more efficient alignment of the features and thereby reduce time on task. In future studies, time measures should be more consistently reported in order to further assess this hypothesis.
Alternative hypotheses regarding the provision of principles and features were concerned with extraneous cognitive load (Paas et al., 2010) . It was a concern that providing the principle before comparisons could increase cognitive load, thereby hindering comparisons and subsequent learning, but because analyses did not reveal differences between providing the principle before or not providing a principle, that concern seems unwarranted. The results also do not support the prediction that providing some features reduces extraneous cognitive load, thereby promoting better learning.
After the alignment of target features, the next step within our model is the acquisition of reduced representations of the cases such as schemas without extraneous details, because those details are not shared across the cases. However, we also presented an alternative hypothesis that case comparisons could foster deeper concrete understandings of the individual cases and therefore better memory for extraneous details. We expected that these different types of knowledge representations would facilitate different types of performance on the transfer tasks. That is, prior work on transfer has shown that more abstract knowledge representations would be more likely to support far transfer than more specific knowledge, which might not be recalled because it is not seen as similar to the new situation (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; Chi & VanLehn, 2012; Fong, Krantz, & Nisbett, 1986; Fong & Nisbett, 1991) . Unfortunately, our results do not provide support for either hypothesis as it revealed inconsistent effects for near and far transfer across confounded variables. For domains other than math, we see support for the hypothesis that comparisons foster concrete, case-specific representations. However, we urge caution in such an interpretation because, although we see greater outcomes for near transfer than for far transfer, we still see benefits of case comparisons over other instruction for far transfer as well, suggesting some degree of abstraction. Furthermore, within the math domain, we found support for the hypothesis that comparisons lead to reduced representations of cases because far transfer led to greater effects than near transfer-indicating representations of the cases were minimal and abstract enough to be readily transferable to different contexts that required modification.
The finding that case comparisons benefit subsequent performances also speaks to the step of future cases leading to analogical retrieval. Although we did not find greater effects for far transfer than for near transfer in all domains, effect sizes for both measures clearly indicated a benefit to case comparisons. Thus, what was learned through comparisons was activated and retrieved when learners encountered subsequent cases or related subject matter. We also found greater effect sizes for immediate testing (lag) than for testing on a subsequent day, which implies that temporal proximity also influences the likelihood that analogs/schemas are retrieved for transfer.
The moderators of lag and principle presentation might also be considered together to investigate the possibility that case comparisons lead learners to only tentative conclusions (Holyoak, 2012) in preparation for future learning (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999) . The finding that immediate testing is best is consistent with Holyoak's claim that the conclusions drawn from analogy are tentative and require further support. If further support is not found, these tentative conclusions from comparison are forgotten. Of course, it could also be merely an effect of the forgetting curve (Ebbinghaus, 1913) . One way to sort out these two possibilities is to run analyses only with conditions that provided the principle after case comparisons to see if lag continues to moderate findings. When analyzed with the current sample, the difference between the effect sizes of immediate testing and subsequent testing is no longer significant.
3 This finding lends support for Holyoak's claim that these inductive conclusions from comparison are tentative but may become less so when supported by further evidence (e.g., the presentation of a principle). Furthermore, when analyses only included conditions that provided the principle after and effect sizes were grouped by whether they were assessments of near or far transfer, the benefits of near transfer also disappear and are found to be functionally equivalent to far transfer. 4 The presentation of the principle after case comparisons allows learners to modify and/or retain their reduced representations of cases, therefore equally facilitating both near and far transfer. Our observed advantages of having the principle provided after the comparisons task lend further support for preparation-for-future-learning perspectives on case comparisons (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) , albeit with a relatively "near" future focus. Again, more designs that present the principle after would better inform these conclusions.
Generalizing Findings Across Contexts
In regard to the context variables, we found that case comparisons are effective in both classroom and laboratory settings, for all content within all domains, and for both children and adults (i.e., the low sample of adolescents does not show reliable effects). However, we do have some reservations about drawing strong conclusions about those variables because setting is confounded with duration, and further analyses revealed the need for more laboratory studies with long durations. Furthermore, the initial moderator analysis revealed smaller effects within the math domain, but further investigation revealed that in conditions in which the duration was brief or the learners were familiar with the subject matter, the domains all showed similar benefits of case comparisons.
Last, we turn to our measurement variables. As was previously discussed, shorter lags between study and test yielded greater effect sizes. Although we did not find overall greater effects for far transfer than for near, we did find such a pattern within the domain of math. Analyses also revealed that when case comparisons were compared to sequential case studies, effect sizes were smaller than when case comparisons were compared to nonanalogous cases and single-case conditions. Although it is possible that learners in sequential conditions could spontaneously compare cases, prior research has shown that this is unlikely to occur (e.g., RittleJohnson & Star, 2007) . However, as Rittle-Johnson and Star emphasized, sequential conditions are favorable to control groups because they differ from the comparisons condition only in that cases are studied in succession. In that light, the greater effects found in comparison to single case, nonanalogous, and baseline-control conditions may be affected by other factors (e.g., receiving less information, opportunities for practice, etc.).
Recommendations for Classroom Implementation
Many instructors already provide cases following the discussion of a principle or the presentation of a concept in hopes that such cases are illustrative and enhance students' understandings. Instructors aim to provide clarifying cases under the assumption that students will consider the case(s) in light of the principle. The current results suggest that principles presented before may not have a strong effect on what is learned and alternatively that presenting principles after case comparisons may better promote learning the principle. Case comparisons might be a way to encourage students to construct their own explanations and engage with the subject matter in meaningful ways. Furthermore, case comparisons may trigger students' motivational responses to want to better understand why the cases are similar and thereby promote a deeper processing of the principle when presented (Belenky & Nokes-Malach, 2012) .
If instructors are interested in incorporating case comparisons into lesson plans, we would advise presenting cases simultaneously-as was the focus of this investigation. Cases do not have to be simplistic, as this analysis revealed either no difference between rich and minimal cases or effect sizes favoring rich cases. Although this sample included few studies with adolescent learners, case comparison tasks work well for both children and adults with any level of experience. One caveat to this generalization is for those working within the domain of math: It seems best to ensure that students are at least familiar with the subject matter and that the session is brief in duration. If the instructor feels that students would benefit from guidance, then providing either directive instructions initially that will guide students to the relevant information or the features of at least one case would not detract from the benefits of case comparisons; however, merely prompted case comparison tasks and those requiring students to generate features seem equally as effective.
Asking students to find only the similarities appears to be most effective when the cases are both illustrating the same concept or procedure. Few studies in our sample attempted to contrast concepts or procedures. However, searching for similarities in order to align cases should also highlight the differences between the cases (Gentner, 2010; Gentner & Sagi, 2006; Ming, 2009 ) even when the objective does not include differences. Therefore, it might be prudent for instructors to begin with the objective of finding the similarities between cases before shifting attention to the differences and how the cases exemplify other, more nuanced categories. For example, if a biology instructor intends to highlight the characteristics that distinguish the plantae (e.g., a cactus) and fungi (e.g., yeast) kingdoms within the classification system, (s)he might start by having students consider why both kingdoms belong to the eukarya domain (their superordinate classification). While looking for what is true about both a cactus and yeast, students will also notice differences between the cases, which can subsequently be attended to in order to further explore their subordinate classifications (plantae vs. fungi).
Case comparisons are not only used as learning interventions. Some textbooks and teachers use case comparisons after lessons as assessments of learning, and our analyses suggest that learners would learn from those comparisons as well (i.e., as indicated by effect sizes for when principles were provided prior to comparisons) but to a lesser extent than when they precede a lesson. However, if case comparisons are being used as categorization tasks or formative assessments following lessons, then some of our suggestions might not be appropriate given the shift to assessment rather than instructional goals. For example, providing features might be too leading or revealing. In such cases, teachers might decide not to provide features so that students' alignment and/or categorization of cases are not dictated by the task's provided Downloaded by [University Of Pittsburgh] at 07:37 22 April 2013 details and are instead left up to the student to identify. Not providing such cues should not reduce the potential for learning from those comparisons.
Future Work
There are still several pieces of our process model that require further investigation because they are either unresolved after the current meta-analysis or, more importantly, not directly addressable with the information currently provided within the literature. First, what is the average, subjective cognitive load during case comparisons? Measuring learners' cognitive load during a variety of case comparison tasks (prompted or guided, with features provided or generated, with the objective to find similarities or both similarities and differences, etc.) would provide insight into what the major challenges are for learners across a variety of implementations. How do the demands of the task directly impact reported cognitive load?
Second, what types of knowledge representations are derived from such tasks? Are they mostly schema based or case based, or might memory include both and the characteristics of the test task determine which is retrieved? Measures of recall and/or recognition of cases that can sort out these different types of memories would also help in investigating these underlying mechanisms. Does encountering a new case lead learners with experience to retrieve the analogous case and to encode the current case by aligning it with the previous, or does such experience only prompt the retrieval of the relevant schema? Perhaps through think-aloud protocols we can begin to examine these more long-term consequences of case comparison tasks.
In conclusion, case comparisons are effective learning activities that can help learners acquire more abstract concepts and procedures. The task of comparing cases utilizes the human capacity for analogy making and prompts learners to construct an understanding by figuring out how/why those cases are related. We recommend having learners attend to the similarities between cases and following comparisons with instruction of the principle.
